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Celebrating Five Years of Success
LifePharm Inaugural Incentive Mediterranean Cruise

LIFEPHARM
ON DECK

MESSAGE FROM OUR FOUNDER & CEO

As we enter the third quarter of 2016, I feel incredibly proud to look back at the past five years and all that
LifePharm has accomplished. We started out in 2011 with our flagship product Laminine, and now we have
OMEGA+++, DIGESTIVE+++ and IMMUNE+++. We’re shipping to 39 countries and five continents—my, how
we’ve grown! This year is proving to be an especially pivotal one for us.
Our IBOs hosted numerous meetings across the globe: Germany, Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Kazakhstan,
the Philippines, Puerto Rico, and Indonesia, to name a few! Our very own LifePharm Vice President of Field
Development Steve Brown and Research Scientist Dr. Edward Andujar frequently flew in for the events to
speak about business opportunity, leadership and product knowledge. We believe these events helped
contribute to sales in some European regions reaching record highs in April and IBOs rank advancing at
record speeds these past few months.
We are always looking at new and innovative ways to help our IBOs be successful and in June we released a new mobile application
called LifePharm Connect. Now sharing the products and opportunity is easier than it’s ever been. I was especially very pleased to hear
positive feedback for the app through our IBOs’ personal endorsements. You’ll be able to read a few in this issue.
In June we also took our very first global incentive cruise on the Mediterranean. LifePharm executive team members joined many of our
leaders to set sail from Barcelona, Spain, making stops in the beautiful cities of Rome and Naples, Italy. It was an opportunity for many
of our top leaders to come together on a global scale to socialize, brainstorm business goals and hear what we have in store for later this
year and into 2017. What a wonderful way to mark our five-year anniversary! How exciting that this is only the beginning.
Even though we are more than halfway through 2016, we have so much more in store for this year. In October we will host our first-ever
European event in Prague, Czech Republic. This will be a unique event unlike any we’ve ever held and I hope to see you all there!

Wicky Suyanto, Founder and CEO
LifePharm
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KOREAN INCENTIVE TRIP IN THE PHILIPPINES (MARCH-APRIL)
Qualified leaders in Korea earned an exciting trip to the Philippines on
March 31st. Korean General Manager Mr. Ahn Jangsu joined Seowon
Maeng, Gyeoughee Choi, Sunja Choi, Sangjo Jo, Yugin Park, Youngkyo
Kwon, Juhyun Park, Sungyearl Hwang, Wonun Kim, Yongrae Shin,
Dongjin Kim, Sincheol Kim, and Sungdae Bin. The IBOs were rewarded
for their efforts with city excursions, snorkeling and the opportunity to
dine on delicious food.
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POLAND AND GERMANY (APRIL)
Platinum IBOs Thomas Strub, Slawomira Glosser, Michael Berges and Gold IBO Fabian Becker
hosted an event with 200 people in attendance on April 9th in Munster, Germany. The occasion
was full of recognition, business and product training from LifePharm Vice President of Field
Development Steve Brown, and LifePharm Research Scientist Dr. Edward Andujar. Titanium IBO
Irene Savchin also attended and spoke at the event about her LifePharm experience as a top leader.
Following an exhilarating day in Germany, Steve, Dr. Andujar and Irene traveled to Poland for a
series of events and meetings hosted by Titanium IBO Svitlana Dozhak. The events spanned Warsaw,
Wroclaw and Krakow, Poland and brought together everyone from new IBOs to top leaders.
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PORTLAND, OREGON (APRIL 21-22)
Titanium IBO Irene Savchin hosted an event in
Portland, Oregon in April with her “Powerhouse
Team.” She was joined by top leaders Platinum
IBO Brian Smith and Diamond IBO Adrian
Mathews, as well as product training from
LifePharm Research Scientist Dr. Andujar.

KAZAKHSTAN (MAY 14-15)
Silver IBOs Anar Krykbessova and Madina Boyedilova have hosted many meetings over the past year. However, the series
of meetings they jointly hosted on May 14th and 15th in Almaty, Kazakhstan had the added excitement of two very special
guests—LifePharm Research Scientist Dr. Edward Andujar and Vice President of Field Development Steve Brown. It was the first
time the LifePharm executives had traveled to Kazakhstan from California, and attendees were eager to learn more about the
company and opportunity from Steve, along with detailed product training from Dr. Andujar. The Kazakhstan team is continuing
to pick up steam, and we can’t wait to see what they come up with next!
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO (MAY 15)
Emerging leaders Stanley Hoyte, Jason Batson and
Michael “Big Mike” Dickerson hosted a rousing
event in Trinidad and Tobago in mid-May, generating
excitement and new business along the way. It’s no
surprise that all three advanced rank in the last couple
of months!

NEW YORK AND
NEW JERSEY (MAY 19-22)
Silver IBOs Irena Petruck and
Galina Vetsinova (New York),
and Lubova Aronova (New
Jersey), hosted events on the
East Coast at the end of May.
LifePharm Research Scientist
Dr. Edward Andujar and
Titanium IBO Irene Savchin
flew in especially for the
occasion and treated guests
to a motivational talk.
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GERMANY (MAY-JUNE)
In late spring, German IBOs hosted events almost every
week! Platinum IBO Slawomira Glosser along with local
leader Monika Stalega introduced events on May 21st and
22nd in Papenburg, leading a presentation and leadership
training for 50 attendees.
A few days later, Irena Drechsel organized a meeting in
Klipphausen on May 26th, followed by another meeting
by Platinum IBO Slawomira Glosser and Silver IBOs Mario
Faurelttas and Gerd Scheer in Berlin on May 27th. The
next day, Valentina Gass led a meeting in Deisslingen/
Schwarzwald.
Just a few days before the On Deck incentive cruise, Vice
President of Field Development Steve Brown joined Slawomira
Glosser in Munich on June 5th for a special leadership
training. Over 70 people attended, including IBOs and new
guests who came to learn about LifePharm for the first time.
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BULGARIA AND ROMANIA (JUNE 14-18)
Following the On Deck incentive cruise, LifePharm Vice President of Field Development
Steve Brown and Research Scientist Dr. Edward Andujar traveled to Varna and Sofia,
Bulgaria to speak at events hosted by Silver IBO Vyara Nikolova-Momcheva. Guests
received business and leadership training as well as informative product presentations.
On June 17th and 18th, Steve and Dr. Andujar were on the move again, this time
taking their knowledge to Brasov, Romania for additional meetings hosted by local
leader Silvia Lungu.
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INCENTIVE CRUISE
The first-ever LifePharm global incentive cruise
departed from Barcelona, Spain on June 7th and
made port stops in Rome and Naples, Italy before
returning to Barcelona on June 12th. Eighteen of
the company’s top ranking IBOs from the U.S.A.,
Europe and Asia qualified and attended. Along
with their guests, the global group celebrated
and socialized amid specialized presentations,
leadership training, recognition, and lots of sneak
peeks into what LifePharm has planned for the
remainder of 2016 and into 2017.
IBOs and their guests enjoyed plenty of fun aboard
Harmony of the Seas, a brand new cruise liner
featuring luxurious staterooms, private balconies,
and numerous active and leisure activities.
LifePharm Vice President of Field Development,
Steve Brown and President of Asia Pacific Budy
Hartono led the welcome reception, team building
meetings and presentations. The event was a
combination of business building and vacation fun
that led to an unforgettable week!
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ON DECK INCENTIVE CRUISE

DAY 1: BARCELONA
The big day has finally arrived! IBOs and the LifePharm
home office team come together in Barcelona, Spain to
begin boarding Royal Caribbean’s Harmony of the Seas.

LifePharm executives hold a private
welcome reception for IBOs in the Dazzles
lounge before dinner with cocktails and
hors d’ oeuvres to meet and greet.
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DAY 2: AT SEA
IBOs spend the morning in
business training and are treated
to exclusive news from LifePharm
executives.

After an afternoon to enjoy the Harmony of
the Seas, the group comes back together for
a formal evening.
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DAY 3: ROME
LifePharm executives and IBOs
explore the ancient ruins of
Rome, Italy! The Roman Forum,
Vatican City, Colosseum and Trevi
Fountain were some of the most
popular locales to tour.
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DAY 4: NAPLES
Following an exciting day in
Rome, IBOs sightsee in bella
Napoli! Famous for its opera
houses, museums and pizza,
Naples is the largest city in
southern Italy.

IBOs tour the ancient
city of Pompeii and
Mount
Vesuvius,
one of the most
dangerous volcanoes
in the world, and visit
the neighboring city
of Sorrento.
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DAY 5: AT SEA
Last day! IBOs soak up the rays from a leisurely day at sea,
relaxing by the pools, taking advantage of the all-day buffets and
delighting in the panoramic views.

Old and new friends
say goodbye at the
LifePharm farewell
reception. Addio!
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE LIFEPHARM ON DECK INCENTIVE CRUISE QUALIFIERS
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Lyubov Aronova
U.S.A.

Grazyna Dudkiewicz
Poland

Anar Krykbessova
Kazakhstan

Iwan Suherli
Indonesia

Susan Barlin
Philippines

Slawomira Glosser
Germany

Ely Martos
Philippines

Johannes Susilo
Indonesia

Daniel Barz
Germany

Muhammad Ali HJ Hassim
Malaysia

Camilla May
United Kingdom

Danuta Barbara Tomczyk
Poland

Fabian Becker
Germany

Rendy Ibrahim
Indonesia

Dr. Sulistya Putra
Indonesia

Michael Berges
Germany

Rolando Ignacio
Philippines

Irene Savchin
U.S.A.

Svitlana Dozhak
Poland

Jolanta Kazmierczak
Poland

Alex Setiawan
Indonesia

CELEBRATING FIVE YEARS OF SUCCESS

CELEBRATING
FIVE YEARS OF SUCCESS

LifePharm celebrated many milestones this
year in advance of its fifth anniversary
in June: IBOs achieved record-breaking
European sales in April and hosted regular
events worldwide; LifePharm launched
a new mobile “Connect” app for IBOs
to share the product and opportunity
on-the-go; and top earning leaders
were rewarded with the first-ever global
LifePharm incentive trip.
We couldn’t have done it without you.
Thank you, LifePharm Family!

GLOBAL RANK ADVANCEMENT
March - May 2016

TRANSFORMED AND TRANSFORMING OTHERS
WITH THE LIFEPHARM SOLUTION
At LifePharm, we receive endorsements from all over the world—mostly about the wonderful benefits of Laminine and our other
products—but also about the business opportunity from a company with integrity. Some endorsements combine everything that
LifePharm stands for and especially the ability to transform lives.

TITANIUM IBO SVITLANA DOZHAK, POLAND
“It was a little over three years ago I
realized which products and business
I wanted to work with. My vision and
clarity created a powerful intention,
and I believe that is what brought me
to LifePharm.
“I knew I made the right commitment
when my health—and that of my
family—improved within six months
of taking the LifePharm supplements.
I couldn’t help but share these wonderful products with others,
which then helped them improve their own health and financial
situations.
“When I share LifePharm with people, I listen to their needs and
give them information that would be most appropriate to their
individual situation. For example, if people have health issues, I
start with the product. I show them how to order directly from the
company and ask them to share their outcome with their family
and friends. I’m that confident the outcome will be positive!
“On the other hand, if I learn they have financial challenges, I
start with the business opportunity. I then highlight the importance
of maintaining good health to show a correlation between the
business possibilities and how being healthy becomes part of
their earning potential.
“In September of 2015, I was able to attend the first LifePharm
European Summit in Prague, Czech Republic. It was exciting to
hear that LifePharm would be opening throughout Europe, and I
was especially pleased to learn LifePharm would officially open
in Poland the following month. I truly believe that I was able to

go from Gold IBO to Platinum IBO so quickly because of the
opening in Poland. I was already doing brisk business before the
official launch in Poland, but momentum skyrocketed in October
of 2015. And now, that momentum has continued in a big way
and taken me all the way to Titanium.
“My favorite part of conducting my LifePharm business is
learning from other people. Every day I meet unique people,
and I believe I can learn from each one of them. With LifePharm,
I am doing what I love, and that is sharing information with
people and helping them to become healthier, happier and
wealthier. What used to be my dream has now become a
reality.”

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee income and all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific activity and
performance requirements.
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PLATINUM IBO THOMAS STRUB, GERMANY
“To achieve success as an IBO is to be personally convinced the product
you are selling does what it’s supposed to. If I didn’t fully believe in
the benefits of what I was selling to people, I couldn’t approach them
with complete honesty and sincerity. I am so convinced Laminine works
wonders, people can see my excitement as I tell them about it.
“I have been a police officer for the past 30 years. I work my LifePharm
business part-time. My financial situation has improved as my LifePharm
business grows, and I can go on vacation and fulfill some of the dreams
I’ve had for a long time. In the short-term, I want to expand my team to
1,000 partners, and for the long-term, I want to generate a substantial income, enough to allow
me to quit my job as a police officer.
“I introduce LifePharm by starting with a product demonstration and telling about my own
experiences. I thought I was in pretty good shape before taking Laminine, but what a misconception
that was! Ever since taking Laminine, I no longer have any sore muscles after working out and
my recovery times are noticeably shorter. On top of that, I lost eight kilograms in six weeks!”

NEW GOLD IBOS FROM MARCH THROUGH MAY 2016
“If you can show others
how to share the LifePharm
Products and Opportunity,
then you have reached a
successful point in your
career. I encourage other
team leaders to meet as often as possible
with members of their downline to share
their knowledge.

“To achieve my goals,
I introduce LifePharm
with
the
product,
especially
Laminine
and the many benefits it
can provide to anyone.
I think the most important thing is to
help people by giving them high quality
products that they really need. With
a product that can do so much good,
sharing it feels like my mission in life.
“When someone becomes interested, I send that person information and invitations
to webinars. This is how I build a relationship and show the possibilities that revolve
around this great product. I gradually present the financial opportunity by explaining
how to share the products with family and friends, and then to multiply from there.”

GRAZYNA DUDKIEWICZ, U.S.A.
“The most important piece of advice I can
offer is to show your downline how to set
up appointments with new people, and how
to introduce the product and opportunity.
Break it down into small, manageable steps
for them to duplicate when they are on their
own. It doesn’t matter what they choose to
lead with as long as they can answer the
question, ‘why?’ If they understand why the
products and opportunity are so important,
they will learn how to ‘share’ the answers.
My short-term goal is to reach Titanium by
October 2016. Long-term, I would like to
have 10 Platinum members in my downline.”

FABIAN BECKER, GERMANY
Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee income and all commissions and
bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific activity and performance requirements.

To build my LifePharm business I set aside one day
a week where I hold a business meeting at my
church. I invite anyone with an interest in health
and wellness as well as those with an interest in
network marketing. I also meet with people I
consider “leaders” of the community to help me
get the word out about the meetings. We reach
out to our neighboring islands to make sure we
get a good weekly turnout. I structure the meetings
around sharing the LifePharm Products and
Opportunity and using materials from the LifePharm
IBO Resource Library.”

GARTH SINNETTE, U.S.A.
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NEW SILVER IBOS FROM MARCH THROUGH MAY 2016
“After personally experiencing the benefits
of Laminine, I began to share it with family
and friends, as well as other people. I believe
LifePharm offers the opportunity to earn a
comfortable income by sharing a product I
believe in. By sharing the opportunity to improve
health, I am also sharing the opportunity for
financial security.
“I intend to become a full-time IBO in the near future. My tip to be
successful in our business is that you need to create a goal and have
a dream. Focus on making that dream a reality and don’t ever give
up or stop learning along the journey. My long-term goal is to do
the best I possibly can with the LifePharm Opportunity, and to help
people improve their health and financial security.”

TEDDY SAPUTRA, INDONESIA

“My reason for being part of LifePharm
is the incredible opportunity to change
someone’s life—beginning with health
and eventually, wealth. I work for
LifePharm full-time and it has been a
blessing economically. It continues to
drive me towards excellence and to help
people become the best they can be in
every arena of life.
“My wife and I both take Laminine for better health and it has
changed our lives. My three tips for success with LifePharm are
to be punctual, be consistent with sharing the product, and
provide excellent service.”

ISAAC MARRERO, U.S.A.

“I’ve been doing business with LifePharm for about a year now. What led me to LifePharm was my physical
condition. I continually had dizziness, headaches, and my left hand and leg were not as strong as my right. My
friend introduced me to Laminine, because it had helped her. Only two hours after taking two Laminine capsules,
I felt the best I had in years. My body felt balanced. I decided this was something really worth sharing. I never
expected so many people to write messages to thank me for helping to improve their lives and health. I’m now in a
position to supply Laminine to everyone in my family.”

BARTOLOMIEJ GORKA, POLAND
“I work full-time as a LifePharm IBO, and to be
successful I recommend thinking outside of the
box. I term the definition as ‘think otherwise’
so you can ‘act otherwise.’ Finally, once you
combine thought and action, you will ‘earn
other results’—that means you will earn more
than what you once thought possible.
“My long-term goal is to help people around the world feel better
and be healthier, regardless of their physical challenges. Joining the
LifePharm Opportunity can help people earn money to reach their
dreams. One of mine is to build one of the biggest distributor teams
in the world.”

MICHAEL HARDT, PHILIPPINES

“I joined LifePharm because I wanted a
better life, better opportunity and better
health. The economy is very unstable—
people can lose their jobs at any time.
My goal is to create financial security to
help support my family. The LifePharm
Products are not only my residual
income, but used by my family.
“Two months ago my husband had a problem with his hand. I
sent him to the doctor. He took three IMMUNE+++ supplements,
three times a day. By the third day, his hand felt fine and he
hasn’t had any issues since!”

MONIKA KMINIAK, POLAND

“I do life and health counseling and have a background as a medical office assistant, so I am interested in products
that promote health. I have tested all the LifePharm Products by personally consuming them, and I find all four to be
awesome. I feel more energetic and have a better sense of clarity, which gives me a lot of self-confidence. I believe
the three keys to being a successful LifePharm IBO are honesty, satisfaction and fun.
“The LifePharm Opportunity provides me with an additional income that helps support my work. It is always
important for me to suggest to my clients a natural and effective way to be healthy, and when they are interested, I
present the financial opportunity. I work my LifePharm business part-time and am striving for the rank of Gold IBO.”

URSULA FORSTER, GERMANY

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee income and all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific activity and
performance requirements.
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“With LifePharm Products, I have experienced increased energy and stamina. I feel more positive about life and
the future. I believe LifePharm has the most effective and well-researched natural whole food supplement I’ve ever
encountered in 30 years of medical practice.
“On the LifePharm journey, I believe you need to have a genuine mission to serve the needs of others. My favorite
reason for being part of LifePharm is being able to help maintain or regain the health of my family, friends and
patients. My personal economic goal is to fully replace my medical income within six months and to achieve a
monthly six figure U.S.A. income within two years to complete financial freedom. My ultimate goal is to be able to
spread the good news about Laminine and LifePharm to millions worldwide.”

DR. JOHN MICHAEL POUNDER, U.S.A.
“I discovered Laminine at
the beginning of 2015
because I was looking for
help in stabilizing my health.
Since taking Laminine and
OMEGA+++, my memory
has improved and I’ve never
felt better. I always share the
opportunity before talking about the product—how
much income you can make, how the compensation
plan works and the generosity of LifePharm and the
people you work with.
“Dare to dream big! I’ve found that having a goal
and working hard toward that goal can combat
any fear that may hold you back. Continue to
work hard, keep learning, and take care of your
health. Six years ago I was retired—now I’m back
working full-time for LifePharm and on my way to
reaching Gold IBO!”

ERWIN MLOCEK, POLAND
“LifePharm has given me the
opportunity to help others
with both their physical
health and financial security.
This ability to affect others so
positively has really enriched
my life. As for the product,
Laminine has made me
feel more mentally sharp and helped improve
the appearance of my skin. Because of this, I
prefer to introduce the product and its benefits to
clients before advancing to the business aspect
or financial opportunity.
“My short-term goal with LifePharm is to create
an income that would allow me to transition to
full-time status and be financially independent.
Long-term I want to help make it the most used
product in every household in my country—and
then help introduce the product line into other
countries around the world.”

SHERMAN SNAGGS, U.S.A.

“LifePharm Products fit perfectly into my work as a health educator.
My personal experience with them has led to better digestion,
energy and sleep. LifePharm enables me to help people with the
opportunity for a better quality of life.
“I believe the key to being successful in business is to stay
faithful to yourself and find something that fits you and your
lifestyle. Stay in tune with what you are pursuing, never give
up and take it one step at a time. My short- and long-term goals are the same: to
continue educating as many people as possible to a better way of healthy living.”

YVONNE SENN, GERMANY
“LifePharm is my full-time business. I’ve found different types of communication to be
extremely important for success as a LifePharm IBO. Approach people and mingle
with them spontaneously, but professionally. Clear and helpful communication is also
very important between a sponsor and a new business partner.
“I always highlight the excellence and strength of LifePharm Products. I personally
take them regularly, and I feel healthier and younger as a result. My short-term
goal is to improve the overall quality of my life with the LifePharm compensation
plan. Over the long-term, I want to grow with LifePharm as the company expands
globally. I see the LifePharm Opportunity as a way to financial security, much like
a pension plan.”

SANG JOJO, SOUTH KOREA
“My three tips for success to other LifePharm IBOs: help, lead, and offer the
opportunity. LifePharm has changed my life through health, finances, personal
growth and the ability to help others. I feel more energetic and I have less stress.
I like to introduce people to the product before the business opportunity, because
everyone shows an interest in improving their health.
“I love being part of a company that promotes health and wellness, but the
financial incentives have really turned things around for me. My short-term goal
is to become debt-free, and my long-term goal is to achieve the highest ranking
available at LifePharm, which would make me very wealthy!”

ABENA OLIVER, U.S.A.
“My three tips for success are trust, relationship management and ambition. You
need to have trust in the LifePharm Products and trust within your team. Managing
your relationship with your downline IBOs is crucial—you need to keep them
informed and motivated. Always be searching for potential customers; don’t wait
for opportunities to present themselves, make them happen! It makes me proud to
see people become healthier after taking the LifePharm Products. I hope to keep this
as my career for the rest of my life.”

KYUNG RIN PARK, SOUTH KOREA
Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee income and all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific activity and
performance requirements.
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“To achieve success as an IBO with
LifePharm I believe you must become a
leader, have a sincere desire to help people,
and maintain peaceful and respectful
business relationships. I prefer to lead with
the product when I introduce LifePharm
to others. Once people understand the
benefits and how easy it is to share, they
will naturally want to join the opportunity.
“After taking Laminine for a year and a half, my breathing
difficulties have subsided. I feel healthier and younger than
ever. I believe LifePharm will keep me in healthy physical
condition to reach my 100th birthday. I believe in this product
enough to stake my livelihood on it.”

SEJU PARK, SOUTH KOREA
“LifePharm is the first business I have
seen that incorporates the original
concept of what network marketing
was created for—recommending a
product because it is great, and not
just to make a lot of money. After all, if
a product improves your health, you’ll
naturally recommend it to others.
To become a successful IBO, make
yourself aware of your goals and work very hard to achieve
them. Persistence is key: it doesn’t matter if you fail as long as
you get up and try again! Become the very leader you would
like to be on your team. Do this and the money will follow.
“My reason for being part of LifePharm is the unique combination
of a great product and a fantastic compensation plan. I now
work for the company full-time and my short-term goal is to earn
shares in the Global Pool Bonus. Long-term I would like to build
a team of 10,000-plus people across the world!”

MATTIAS RITTER, UNITED KINGDOM
“Be systematic in your actions and persistent in your focus.
It does not matter if you do it full-time or part-time, what is
important is consistency. It is making two or three phone calls to
new people every day; scoping out two to three new contacts
online every day. Ask yourself what you want to achieve. If
you don’t have strong motivation from the very beginning, you
may not succeed in your goals.
“When telling others about LifePharm I prefer to start with the
business opportunity, because the products are an integral
part of the business presentation. I want to help other business
partners achieve success with LifePharm. Once they learn
how to use our compensation plan, they can decide how
they want to best promote our products and achieve financial
independence for themselves. Ultimately, I want them to
become an example and inspiration for others who would like
to achieve the same success.”

ANDRZEJ NOWINSKI, POLAND

“I believe the three main components to being a
successful LifePharm IBO are honesty, humbleness
and being able to interact well with others. Since
taking Laminine, I feel better than ever before. I like
the fact that I’m sharing a product that helps people
feel better—physically, emotionally and long-term.
“LifePharm offers a secure and stable business environment. They
provide an excellent compensation plan for their IBOs in addition to
unwavering support and encouragement. There is always a way for
IBOs to move toward a higher level of income and business success.
We also have an invaluable product in Laminine that helps provide
lasting health as well as a stable income.”

SUHAIMI JUNAIDI, MALAYSIA
“When I introduce Laminine to a person for the first time, I prefer to
have a one-on-one meeting. I ask them to be open to experiencing
the benefits of the incredible product, and the difference it can make
in their lives. Personally, I feel healthier, lighter and more vibrant than
ever before. People around me recognize the changes and comment
on them. When I share my experience, they see my confidence in the
product and then they want to try Laminine for themselves.
“I work for the company full-time after being introduced to the
opportunity by another LifePharm IBO. I feel incredibly fortunate to
not only have business success, but being able to live a healthier life.”

SHIN YOUNG RAE, SOUTH KOREA
“I love meeting and working with a wide variety of
people from all over the world. My belief is that kindness
grants you accessibility to others, and this leads to
unlimited possibilities in business and life in general.
My advice to other IBOs is to be polite to everyone you
meet—there is always the possibility that person could
be your next customer or prospective downline!”
“Working as a LifePharm IBO has given me so many options. I love the
versatility of the business—I can work from home or travel at my leisure.
I enjoy the benefits of using the product, and selling it provides me with
the supplemental income I need. My short-term goal is to reach Gold this
year and Titanium next year.”

MARION GRAB, SPAIN
“My three tips for success are to share what you know,
pay it forward as much as you can, and be open to any
new skills or opinions that may teach you something
new. My key reason for being an IBO hinges on
the results I see from the four Powerhouse Pack
supplements (Laminine, OMEGA+++, DIGESTIVE+++ and
IMMUNE+++). It addresses many key health issues in remarkable ways
and I’m happy to pass on the knowledge.
“As a doctor of natural medicine for more than 25 years, I’m fully
convinced of the efficacy of these products and will absolutely
recommend them to all my patients, family and friends. My goal is
to spread the LifePharm message worldwide—I feel good knowing
LifePharm Products can help people improve their personal health.”

DR. STAN ODLE, U.S.A.

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee income and all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific activity and
performance requirements.
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“My three tips for success are patience,
communication and helpfulness. It’s all about
communicating with people—listening to their
needs and how you can best help them. When
introducing people to LifePharm I prefer to lead
with the products. Laminine has given me a
new zest for life—I feel healthier overall and
I recommend it to all my friends and family.
Good health is very important, and everyone is
looking to better their health. My short-term goal is to become a Gold IBO.
My long-term goal is to qualify for the next LifePharm incentive cruise!”

“I was looking for a career with less stress
when I met Silver IBO Monika Kminiak.
She introduced me to the LifePharm
Products and Opportunity and became
my mentor and sponsor. Network
marketing is rewarding, but you must be
patient with people. This doesn’t mean
you can’t be persistent, but timing in this
business is everything. Stay dedicated to
the mission, what LifePharm stands for and the success will come.
My short-term goal is to be a Gold IBO by the end of the year and
have a team of at least 10 Silver IBOs. The long-term goal is to
advance to Titanium and eventually Royal Diamond.”

DENISA NYARIOVA, SLOVAKIA

JAROSLAV ACHIM, SLOVAKIA

NEW GOLD IBO

Stanley Hoyte, U.S.A.

NEW SILVER IBOS

Jason Batson,
U.S.A.

Michael Dickerson,
U.S.A.

Melchior Gancza,
U.S.A.

Violetta Scheffler,
Germany

Joanna Stasiurka,
Poland

Jasmin El Assal Zimmermann,
Germany

We would like to recognize you and your success. When
you reach the rank of Silver IBO and above, please send
us a photo of yourself for recognition purposes.

Important tips for sending a useable photo:
• Solid colors work best with a plain white background
• Neat and groomed hair styles and/or makeup preferred
• High Resolution photo of at least 300 dpi (please no cell
phone photos)

Daniel Rehman,
Germany

Newly advanced Platinum IBO whose picture was not
available during the time of publication:
Daniel Szpak, U.S.A.
Newly advanced Gold IBOs whose pictures were not available
during the time of publication:
Rufino S. Barlin, Philippines
Newly advanced Silver IBOs whose
during the time of publication:
Alena Bajtosova, Czech Republic
James Clarke, U.S.A.
Wayne Dellamore, U.S.A.
Klava Gershman, U.S.A.

pictures were not available
Manfred Hille, Germany
Karin Jahn, Germany
Jozef Kliment, Slovakia
Ewa Lach, Poland
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LifePharm Connect App

DOWNLOAD IT TODAY!

The power of business building in the palm of your hand

“It’s never been easier to share
information with others. No matter
where I go I can share Laminine on
Twitter, Facebook or via email.”

DETLEV V., GERMANY

“This app is a great way to reach out
to customers because it just requires a
name and email address. When I send
videos, I personalize the email so they
can always get in touch with me.”

NAMYEON K., SOUTH KOREA

“Thank you so much for this app.
It really makes sharing our
products a lot easier.”

GISELA R., AUSTRALIA

